Bilby's

Trapped am I,
In a cage,
Small and eerie.
People gawking at me every day.

Solitary
Lugubrious
Ailing inside
Know you not that I am
tooth and claw.

I've lost my will,
Death awaits me.
My spirit look down
From the sky.
Above the tall trees
By Tristin
**Thresher Shark**

Hunting
Gilding through the ocean
I sense fear
Fisbott before me
My tail is powerful
A shadow appears above
I swim and my tail is caught.
I'm dragged on board.
Sharp blades cut at my flesh.
Agony
I fall back, back in the water.
Blood everywhere
I try to move
But sink
I'm motionless
Starving, dying
No more will I glide through the ocean.

By Naomi Johnson

Great imagery
Well done!
Koala
Dying I am,
Surrounded by walls of wire.
Alone.
Taken by fear.
People staring,
Emerging from the darkness
My home remains no more,
Concrete and houses
Hungry for the taste of home
Rare feedings of tasty leaves
Kookaburras cackling
For freedom I weep

by Josh Sharp
Koala
Perched in my tree,
Surrounded by wire,
Terrified am I.
People gazing,
All alone.
My home no more.
I long for the sweet place of home
Kookaburras laughing,
Sickening gum leaves:
begging for freedom.

By Joshua
Tasmanian Devil

Trapped,
In a cold, dark cage,
Taken from my forest home,
Overcome with agony,
Surrounded by barb wire,

Panicking,
No hope of escape,
Pain spreads like fire,
Struggling to move,
I attack the wire,
One last time
The pain, the pain,
Will I Survive...

by charlotte
Koala

sitting worried
scared.
Miserable
In my cage of doom,
screaming for a free life,
one of many.
My heart is tearing.

Here I sit,
captured.
Forgotten.

Remembering the wind brush
throw my fur.
And the sound of the
rivers.

by Harrison

Great imagery
Well done